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ABSTRACT
The assembly, alignment and initial operation of a two
meter bent crystal spectrograph of the Cauchois type is
described* Treatment is given to the auxiliary equipment
necessary for handling and exposing radioactive sources of
several curies strength. The research reactor at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology has been used to produce
radioactive sources of several of the even Z rare earth elements
between Z 60 and Z s 70, These elements decay by beta emission
or electron capture to excited states in odd Z isotopes. By
exposing these sources in the spectrograph, photographic spectra
were obtained of the more intense gamma rays emitted* The plates
were calibrated with x-rays and gamma rays of known wavelengths.
Energies of 17 gamma rays from 64 kev to 400 kev were determined
with a precision of about one part in 2000.
Thesis Supervisor: N. C, Rasmus sen
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SECTION I - INTRODUCTION
The recent theery ef nuclear structure developed by
Behr and Mottleson (1,2) makes predlctlens ©f the lew lying
energy levels ef the nucleus. In heavy elements (beginning
areund Z - 60) the first few energy levels beleng te the
retatienal band ef the ground state. Previous measurements of
rotational spectra have revealed small deviations from the rota-
tional level sequence predicted by first order theory. The
presence of certain higher order terms in the equations of the
collective model appears t© explain these deviations. It is
highly desirable that energy levels of additional isotopes be
measured s© that the adequacy ©f the higher order terms of th©
theory can be verified. The deviation ©f these terms from first
order theory is so small that this verification requires gamma
ray energy measurements of high precision.
It is the purpose of this thesis to partially satisfy
this need by application of a bent crystal diffraction technique
by which gamma ray energies may be measured with a precision of
up to one part in 3000. The precision decreases with increasing
energy.
Measurements of this type have been previously made,
starting in 1947, by DuMond (15) at California Institute of
Technology with a focusing curved crystal gamma ray spectrometer.
More recently, a group at the Radiation Laboratory, University
of California, Liverraore, California, ( 7 , 8 , 9 ) have used a
slightly different geometry in conjunction with the A-48
accelerator to measure the gamma rays emitted in electric
excitation processes.

This thesis describes the assembly, calibration and
initial operation of a two meter focusing spectrograph of the
Cauchois type. The experimental work was devoted to the measure-
ment of gamma ray energies only, no attempt being made to
determine the relative intensities of the radiations* Since
the efficiency of the bent crystal spectrograph is a strong
function of gamma ray energy, considerably more calibration work
will be required before absolute intensity measurements are
feasible*
Gamma ray energies of five odd Z rare earth elements,
from Z = 61 to Z z 71 were measured. These gamma rays were
emitted following beta decay or electron capture of radioactive
even Z isotopes. Radioactive sources of several curies strength
were produced in the research reactor at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (24).
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SECTION II - THEORY OF THE BENT CRYSTAL SPECTROGRAPH
A. BRAGG *S LAW
The operation of any crystal spectrometer or spectro-
graph is dependent on the diffraction of electromagnetic waves
by the regularly spaced atoms in a crystal.. Historically, the
discovery of the resolving property of crystals grew from a
suggestion by Laue« He suggested that a crystals, with its
regular, three-dimensional array of atoms, might behave
toward a beam of x-rays in somewhat the same way as does a
ruled diffraction grating toward a beam of ordinary light*
Subsequent experimental work (17) verified this pestulateo
A simple and convenient way of looking at the process
of diffraction by a crystal grating was proposed by Bragg (3)
Referenced) contains a lucid explanation of Bragg* s Law for
x-ray diffraction and may be consulted for a fuller treatment
than that which follows <»
If plane monochromatic electromagnetic waves are
incident on the atoms in a crystal, a wavelet of scattered
radiation will spread out from each atom in all directions
o

In Figure 1, the two horizontal lines represent two successive
atomic planes in a crystal, where d is the crystal spacing for
these particular planes, is the angle of incidence of the
electromagnetic radiation on the planes and © the angle of
reflection© The wavelets reflected from each of these parallel
planes will combine, in general, in different phases and so will
destroy each other by interference© However, there are certain
conditions as to wavelength and angle of incidence where the
waves from different planes will combine in the same phase and
reinforce each other© These necessary conditions comprise Bragg*
s
Law*
Constructive Interference will occur if path 10- A, taken
by waves scattered at 0_ , differs by an integral number of wave
lengths from path 102B, taken by waves scattered at 2 ©
Assuming s 91 , right triangles OAOil and OCO^ are congruent, so
0-jA = c© Therefore, the condition for constructive interference
becomes 2C •» 2B snA© Since 2C z d sin and OgB = d sin ,
this may be written 2d sin© : nAo
The full condition that there be a reflected beam is
therefore, © ~ ©
n A s 2d sin ©
where? n is an integer, called the order of reflection
d is the spacing between atom planes
A is the wavelength of radiation
In the present spectrograph, only first order reflections are
used, so n may be taken as unity©
4

B. GEOMETRIC OPTICS OF THE CURVED CRYSTAL FOCUSING SPECTROGRAPH
Following the discoveries of Laue and Bragg in 1912,
eighteen years passed before a practical scheme for a curved
crystal, focusing spectrometer was published by DuMond and
Kirkpatrick.(15) This paper, which states the principles of exact
focusing with curved crystals was closely followed by papers
(4,5,19, 20) describing the different approximate and exact
realizations of these principles* The current literature
contains several good descriptions of the curved crystal
focusing spectrometer, references (11), (12)$, and (13)
being examples
•
The curved crystal spectrometer may be classified into
two general typess the reflection case and the transmission case.
The first curved crystal spectrometer of the reflection type was
built by H. Ho Johann (19) and the first transmission type, which is
of the type used in this thesis, was built by Y. Cauchois (4)
Figure 2, taken from reference (11), illustrates the exact
transmission case.
A crystal is shown whose reflecting boundary coincides
with part of the circle of center 0. The short atomic reflecting
planes traversing the thin crystal sheet all point to a common
junction at C, called the beta point* In this type there is one
real focus I and one virtual focus S«
To illustrate the focusing properties of this instru-
ment, imagine an extended radioactive source at position A in
Figure 2« Electromagnetic radiation emanating from this source





one of the atomic reflecting planes in the crystal at angle 9i.
If Ai and Q-). satisfy the Bragg condition, A i s 2d sin 9-,,
reflection will take place, the reflected wave leaving the atomic
i
plane at angle 9^ • Now, picture another quanta of electro-
magnetic radiation of the same wave length A
(
, coming from
another part of the extended sourco. If this quanta strikes
one of the atomic planes of the crystal at angle 9^ it will
similarly be reflected at angle 91
*
. Since both atomic planes
point toward point C^, it can be seen that the reflected rays
will be focused at point !L, both angles 9-j^ being subtended by
the same arc I-iC- •
Radiation from the source of wave length A^ will be
reflected by the crystal, leaving at angle 9g, in accordance
with the Bragg condition. Focusing will again take place, but
since 2 will differ from 9^, the focal point will be at a new
location, Ig. It is from the measurement of the distance Iilg>
that the relative wave length differences of two x or gamma
rays may be accurately determined. These are easily converted
to energy differences. The present method of energy determination
reduces to a straightforward measurement of distance from
reference lines of known energies.
C. EXACT AND APPROXIMATE GEOMETRIES
The exact type of reflecting spectrometer has been
constructed by suitably profiling the crystal lamina (in its
unstressed state) to the required radius of curvature, twice
the radius of the focal circle, and then bending it so that

the boundaries conform to the focal circle. In this case, the
atomic reflecting planes in the bent crystal will then have a
radius of curvature of just twice that of the focal circle. (20)
Y. Cauchois realized that the position of the boundary of the
crystal was considerably less important than the direction of
the atomic planes. The Cauchois approximate type of trans-
mission spectrograph makes use of this observation to avoid
the difficult profiling of the boundary surface.
The Cauchois approximate type of spectrograph, of
which the MIT two meter instrument is an example, requires no
profiling of the crystal. An unstressed quartz crystal, whose
(310) planes are perpendicular to its optically flat surfaces,
is bent to a radius equal to the diameter of the focal circle.
Thus, the reflecting planes all point to the beta point, but
the crystal itself does not conform to the focal circle.
The chief geometrical aberration in the Caucheis
appreximate transmission type spectrograph comes from the fact
that the neutral axis of the curved lamina deviates at its
extremities from exact coincidence with the focal circle.
Figure 3 shows the geometry of the relative line broadening,
which results from this aberration. Reference gives the
result
A)\ s^ cos © (1 - cos ot )
A cos ( U. +• 9 )
where 9 is the Bragg angle
dL is the half-angle subtended by the crystal.









In the MIT tw© meter spectrograph, this fractional aberration
is of the order of 10" 5 o
An interesting result of the type of reflection taking
place In the transmission type curved crystal spectrograph is
that there is no correction whatever to the Bragg angle for the
refractive index of the electromagnetic rays in the crystal,
provided that the internal planes of reflection are normal
to the crystal slabo This is not true of the reflection type
spectrographs Referring to Figure 4 we see that the rati© of the
wave lengths outside and, inside the crystalline medium, A^
and -Aoj> respectively, will be equal to M , the refractive
index of the crystal;
A,
The rati© of the sines of the angles^ ©]_ and @g, of incidence








also be equal te
sin &i
sin ©2 --P
If the reflecting planes are nermal te the boundary surface, the
Bragg equatien Inside the crystal is
nAg s 2d sin ©2
Substitutien frem the previous relatiens quickly leads te the
cenclusien that
nAi = 2d sin 9±
This relatien shews that the angle ef reflection is independent
ef the refractive index ef the crystalo
It has alse been shewn by Caucheis that, in the
transmission cases, there is a focusing effect through the
thickness of the curved crystal sheet as well as from side to
aide* When the crystal lamina is curved, the strain near the
outside (convex) surface of the plate results in a larger grating
spacing than the strain free value at the neutral axis* The larger
grating spacing results in a smaller Bragg angle at the outside*
The opposite effect occurs for reflection by regions near the
inner (concave) surfaceo DuMond (11) states that this results
in exactly the required convergence ef all the reflected beams
ever the entire thickness ef the slab te give perfect focusing
from front to backo This leads te the conclusion that in the
transmission spectrograph it is the neutral axis ef the
crystalline slab which must be in contact with the fecal circleo
This observation is used during the optical alignment te choose
a point on the crystal as a reference for the fecal circle.
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P. SOURCE - DETECTOR ARRANGEMENT
Two possible geometries for use with tho trans-







In schema I, wo place an extended source at A,
measuring the various x and gamma ray energies by the displace-
ment of the focused lines* along the focal circloo Detection
in this case is feasible by either a photographic emulsion
placed along the focal circle or a counter behind a suitable
slit arrangement. Such a photographic spectrograph was first
used by Cauchois.
DuMond (11) has extensively developed the alternate
scheme, wherein a very concentrated source is placed at the
focus, R, and the intensity, measured in a GM or scintillation
counter, is plotted as a function of the position of the source
R on the focal circle.
For a source of a given strength, use of scheme II
permits the attainment of somewhat higher monochromatic
intensities • This may be seen from the following considerations.
For a very thin concentrated source at R, every atom can radiate
the specified wavelength into a solid angle subtended by the
entire working aperture of the curved crystal. In scheme I,
however, for an emitted gamma ray line of a given wave length,
each nucleus at some point in the extended source placed at A,
can only make use of a very small solid angle subtended by a
very thin portion of the curved crystal where the incident
radiation strikes the reflecting planes at just the right Bragg
angle. A study with the two crystal spectrometer using
unstressed flat quartz plates has established that, for the
( 310 ) planes of quartz, the selective reflection of a given
wave length is restricted to an angular region of the order of
13

only a few seconds of arc(25)<» This is to be compared to a
horizontal angular opening of approximately 1.5 degrees in
scheme II.
The above arguments in favor of scheme II 9 as
advanced by DuMond(ll;s are largely neutralized when considera-
tion is given to the geometrical configuration of the radio-
active source. In scheme II adequate resolution of gamma ray
energies requires that quite thin sources be used. DuMond (15)
has used rectangular strips of metal, such as tantalum or gold
of dimensions 30mm X 5mm X . 05mm, the thin dimension being that
vertically along the fecal circle. In the arrangement of the
MIT spectrograph (scheme I), however, source sizes of one inch
diameter cylinders are easily used* Therefore, advantage may bo
taken of the extended source position in the scheme I geometry
to use considerably stronger sources, gaining back much of the
intensity lost to the smaller angular acceptance angles around
the correct Bragg angle*
The prime advantage of the scheme I geometry is its
absence of moving parts. Figure (7 ) is a photograph of the
MIT two meter spectrograph. The simplicity of the arrangement
is apparent* The lines are all formed simultaneously over a
considerable segment of the spectrum in a single exposure, no
point by point exploration of the spectrum being required, as in
the scheme II geometry*
Operation of an instrument of the scheme II geometry
requires In principle, that the source be moved along the focal
circle, while radiation Intensities are measured continuously
14

by the counter. Source positions corresponding to peaks of
measured intensity can be converted to gamma ray energies
through the Bragg relatione In practice* to avoid the necessity
of moving the heavy collimator and the still more heavily
shielded gamma ray detector behind the collimator* the focal
circle and source are rotated* while the detector is held fixed
in space* Linkages are required te rotate the crystal in order
to maintain the correct alignment and te accurately determine
the distances and angles involved in the rotation* Flexures of
the mechanism require quite complex alignment and compensating
devices. A good description of the careful attention to detail
required for such an instrument is given in reference (13).
B. INSTRUMENT EFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS
An important consideration in estimating the exposure
times required for gamma ray measurement is the efficiency of
the spectrograph as a function of quantum energy* The
efficiency may be defined as the rati© of the number of gamma
quanta absorbed in a particular line on the nuclear emulsion te
the number of quanta of that energy emitted by the source in
all directions .19; This efficiency is determined by three factors:
(1) The acceptance angle around the Bragg angle or the integrated
reflection ceeffie lent „ R@ s within which the quartz lattice will
accept and reflect radiation from an atom in the source* (2)
The distance of the source from the crystal and film holder*




Lind 9 West and DuMoncii i investigated the
reflection properties of the (510) planes of quartz over the
wave length range 500 te 9 x«u for the transmission case. They
have experimentally determined the value of the integrated
reflection coefficient* R @ « This parameter is the equivalent
angular range about the Bragg anglej, over which 100 per cent
of the photons are reflected in accordance with the Bragg
condition R Q essentially determines the usable solid angle
into which an emitting atom in the source can radiate in order
to bo selectively reflected by the crystal planes o The
variation of R with energy has been derived from the data of







where E y is the quantum energy in kilevelts* and R @ is
given in radians
•
In Figure 6* we have selected an atom in the source*
d is the distance from source to crystal*, D is the distance from
crystal te film (closely 200 cm<> in the present case) p and h is
the effective height of the crystal per 1 cm line height on the
film* From the geometry h s The solid angle within
which all quanta leaving the source will be reflected onto the
film is given by
*9 dh S *9
4ird2 4f(Did)
Substituting the empirical relation for" R Q9 we obtain a


















reaching a 1 cm. line in the detecter te the tetal number ef
phetens emitted by the source.
XI z 3.5 X lO"2
5
4 7T(D Jh d) Ey 2
Per the geometries used in this thesis, the film height was
2.54 cm., D s 200 cm., and d =" 100 cm. The geemetric
efficiency becemes
« ~ 2.35 X 10"5W E g
The geemetric efficiency must be multiplied by the
detecter efficiency te obtain the overall instrument efficiency,
It is necessary that a high efficiency detecter be empleyed if
reasenable exposure times are te be attained. Twe efficient
detectlen devices are pessible, a scintillation counter behind
a very narrow slit arrangement, er a thick nuclear emulsion.
The latter type ef detecter had been used previously at
Llvermere (7), and has the advantage ef exposing all lines
simultaneously instead ef requiring separate line measurements
as with the slit arrangement. For these reasons, the work
described in this thesis was carried out using Ilford G-5
emulsions. These emulsions were ef a thickness ef 600 microns
and were mounted en glass plates. The efficiency ef 600 micron
nuclear emulsion is of the order ef 200 times that ef no screen
x-ray film, which was used in the Hartmann tests with an x-ray
machine
o
Reference (21) gives an estimate ef the efficiency
function of the emulsion in the region ef a few hundred
kilevelts. This estimate 9 based en the data en emulsions given
18

by Geldschmidt- Clermont (IB) and the gamma ray absorption cross
section measurements ef Davisson and kVans(10)
s is;
£ - .06 2^56 X lQg + ^_
U
-
b # Ear *J
The tetal efficiency ef the spectrograph is then?
7*" erh- —^ p»t'; £«*
At a quantum energy ef 100 kev the tetal efficiency is 3, 9 X
10" 10 while at 300 kev it is 3* 9 X 10~ 12 , which is a decrease
by a facter ef 100
•
The abeve efficiency analysis still provides ne measure
ef the length ef exposure required unless it is known hew many
phetens are required te produce a measurable line on a nuclear
emulsion* Reference (21) quotes a rule ef thumb ef one curie
hour ef a specific energy transition te produce a line in the
neighborhood of 100 kev Using the derived energy function for
efficiency <, we would expect 100 curie hours to be required for a
line at 300 kev It thus became apparent early in the
experimental work that sources of several curies strength would
be required if exposures were to be obtained in reasonable times*
Wherever possible^ exposures in excess of 50 curies hours were
obtained* In one case 9 that of Ytterbium^ an exposure of
approximately 200 curies hours was made© It was gratifying to
discover that the 396 Kev gamma ray line was of sufficient strength
te be measured en this plate*
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SECTION III - DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
A. TWO METER BENT CRYSTAL SPECTROGRAPH
Figure (7) is a photograph of the assembled spectre-
graph with a seurce in pesition fer exposure© Radieactive
seurces are placed in the shielded exposure centainer at the
right and a glass backed nuclear emulsien is placed in the film
helder at the left* The crystal may be seen te the right ef the
center© This spectregraph empleys a bent quartz crystal 2 mm
thick by 5%n leng by 3" wide© The crystal has been cut se that
the (310) planes are perpendicular te the large surfaces ef the
crystalo Figure (8) shews the crystal helder with the crystal
in ito Sectien B discusses the crystal and helder in detail©
The authers are indebted te Prefesser Ho Mark ef
MdoTo fer bending the crystal and fer supplying the crystal and
crystal helder frem previous werk at the Radiatien Laboratory p
Livermere^ Califerniao Crystals are easily breken during the
bending precess but ence securely in th® crystal helder ne
further adjustment is necessary©
The lead bricks between the crystal and film helder
farm a cressever peint shield* This shield passes the diffracted
rays and blacks eut the direct rays frem the film© A detailed
description ef the cress ever peint is given in Sectien Tf 9 Part
Co The feur inch thick lead wall areund the seurce expesure
centainer ferms a major part ©f the biological shield©
Figure ( 9 shows the film helder of the spectregraph©
This film helder is machined te a ©ne meter radius© It is capable





























maximum useful area ef the film Is 12 inches long by 1 inch wideo
Basic suppert for the spectrograph was provided by two
drafting tables* Three pieces ef weed planed parallel and 5£"
X 4" in cress sectien support the frame en tep ef the tables*.
The height ef the frame above the table was determined se that
twe standard 2" X 4" X 8" lead bricks could be used for shielding
under the source o This arrangement also placed the film holder
and source .exposure area at a cenvelent height above the fleer.
The assembled spectrograph weighs about three hundred pounds
o
The lead needed to shield the source adds about 1000 Ibso These
experiments were performed In a wooden frame building where floor
loading had to be conslderedo Hence p large aluminum plates were
placed under the legs of the drafting tables to spread the load
over a larger floor area©

B. QUARTZ CRYSTAL AND CRYSTAL HOLDER
The quartz crystal is clamped between twe hardened
blecks of stainless steel, shewn in Figure (8). The material
is a heat treatable stainless stell having the composition
Cr 13,5%, C 0.35%, Mn 0.40%, Si 0.50%, selected especially far
its thermal expansion ceefficient, which matches clesely that ef
quartz in the directien transverse te the eptical axis. It is
obtainable frem Firth-Sterling er Allegheny Ludlum Steel
Companies (13). One ef the steel blecks has a convex and the
ether a cencave prefile te bend the quartz crystal te the
required radius ef twe meters. Only the cenvex block actually
determines the curvature of the quartz since a rubber gasket is
placed between the concave steel surface and the quartz plate.
The pressure is not applied directly by the screws which pull
the two plates together. Instead compression springs are used
between the screws and the blocks to lessen the danger of too
groat a pressure which might break the crystal*
The extremely important techniques involved in profiling
and lapping of the stainless steel blocks in the crystal holder
are described in reference (16). The quartz slab is prepared
frem perfect specimens of monocrystalline material known to be
completely free frem either optical or electrical twinning.
Slabs are cut at the correct angle, etched, ground, lapped and
polished te eptical flatness. Reference (13) contains a summary
of this procedure.
Co SOURCE HANDLING AND STORAGE i^UinflKNT
1* General
Experimental work for this thesis was conducted in Room
23

Figure 8 - Crystal holder containing quartz crystal.
Left: Front view. Right: Plan viaw. Note curvature
of crystal in plan view.
Figure 9 - Film holder. Left: Front view. Note height
adjustment screws and lead markers. Right: Plan view.
Note curvature of holder and approximate energy scale.
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320 ef Building NW-12, adjacent te the M.I.T. Reactor, 138
Albany Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts. This area ef Building
NW-12 is restricted te the use ef sealed seurces only. Access
te Ream 320 frea the reacter preper requires transit threugh
general usage areas net restricted te persennel normally werklng
with radieactive material. Te previde persennel pretectien and
alse te Insure minimum interference te ether experiments, a
requirement ef 1 mr/hr at 1 ft frem the transport container was
established as the maximum permissable dose rate during source
transportation.
Stringent shielding requirements around the radioactive
source are imposed by the location of Room 320. It is directly
over a classroom which is in use several hours a day during the
academic year. The area on the third floor Immediately
surrounding Room 320 is a non-restrictive clean area. This
location led to the requirement of a dose rate at the boundaries
of the room net to exceed .25 mr/hr.
Since it was determined early in the conduct of the
thesis that source strengths of several curies would be needed,
considerable care was devoted to satisfying of the above dose
rate requirements. A significant portion of the time involved in
the thesis was spent in designing, fabricating and procuring the
source exposure, source handling, and transporting equipment. The
design and selection ef equipment was made according to the
following principles! Each device must accomplish its purpose
and yet be
a) simple to operate and reliable in use
b) simple to construct, to conserve time and money.
25

c) easy to maintain.
Fire and security requirnenta imposed the cenditien
ef having all seurces in lecked steel centainers whenever the
reem was unattended.
2* Transpertatien Centainers
Shielding calculations were based en assuming a peint
seurce giving off gamma rays ef 1.33 Mev with ene such gamma far
each disintegration with a maximum seurce strength ef 2 curies.
This combination of source strength and gamma energy was
determined to be the most demanding of the shield for this series
ef experiments. Allowance for a build up factor was made by
taking B = 1 -t // 7L where /4 is the linear attenuation coefficient
and x is shield thickness* This is a conservative procedure
and was so intended. These approximate shielding calculations
determined that about 8 Inches of lead would be the maximum
thickness shield needed to satisfy the 1 mr/hr at one foot
requirement. Floor loading and the lack ef overhead weight
handling equipment on the third floor were limiting factors in
determining total container weight.
Figure (10) shews the finished product. Standard
2" X 4" X 8" lead bricks „ staggered to reduce leakage at the
brick joints, were wedged in place in a steel box. This box
was mounted en a p commercially available p 3000 lb. capacity hand
truck. The shielded volume is 2" deep by 4" square. A removable
sheet metal tray allows easy decontamination of the shielded
volume. To reduce weight, the bricks at the corners farthest
26

Figure 10 - Source transportation dolly.
Shielded volume, 2" deep by 4" square.
Shield, 8" thickness lead all directions.
Total weight, 2000 lbs*
Figure 11 - Source
transportation eylinder
returning a source to
the top of the MITR for
re-irradiation. Shield,
2° thickness lead all




from the source were emitted, i.e. a sphere was approximated as
clesely as passible using the rectangular bricks. Clesure ef
the access well is by manual insertion ef 2 lead bricks belted
tegether (50# weight). Tetal weight ef this delly is abeut 2000
lbs. It has transperted singly witheut exceeding the 1 mr/hr at
1 ft. requirement a 20 curie seurce ef Dysprosium and a 1.85
curie seurce ef Tantalum as well as ether seurces ef lesser
strength*
A smaller centainer was alse construct© do It is
cylindrical in shape having^ an eutside diameter (less handles)
ef 7.25 inches. Figure ( 11) shews this container abeut te land
en the reactor top. This container proved useful in returning
decayed sources to the reactor for re- irradiation and also as
part of the wipe test equipment en the reactor top. The sling
and custom tailored steel pallet were also constructed. Shielding
by this container is equivalent te 2 inches ef lead. Three Inches
of lead shielding is achieved with an insert at the expense of
reduced shielded volume. This insert was constructed after
experience dictated the need. Clesure is by manual operation of
the 55 lb. top lead disc which is secured by brass clips.
Seurce insertion into either container is by gravity
from a bottom gate opening container placed flush en top of it or
manually by squeeze grip tengs. Source removal in both cases is
by squeeze grip tengs.
2. Seurce Exposure Centainer
A cylindrical lead shield for a Geiger tube was converted
te a seurce exposure container by milling a one inch wide by two
and one-half inches long aperture in the cylindrical wall. A
28

Figure 12 - Source exposure container.
Left to right: source, positioning tube,
cylindrical lead shield, outer steel box,
Figure 13 - Assembled
source exposure container
less the outer steel box.




central capper tube (1 1/8 11 Q.D.) was alsa added. Figure (12)
shews a dummy seurce, the central tube* the cylindrical shield,
and the euter steel bex. Figure (13 J shews the assembled shield
with seurce in place less the steel bex. The cepper tube serves
twe functlens; It is a seurce pesitiening device and alse a
seurce remeval device. Inner diameter ef the cepper tube is
ene inch which allews the seurce centainer te slide freely
in and eut but pesitiens the seurce te within the wall thickness
ef the seurce centainer. Reasenably exact seurce pesitiening is
required. (See Sectien IV,, part C) A weeden bettem, rubber
padded, te prevent damage te the seurce centainer, allews remeval
ef the seurce by remeving the entire cepper tube. The tube is
centered in the lead shield by twe weeden spacers secured te the
tube. The shield is l£ inches ef lead en the side wall and 2
inches ef lead tep and bettem. The whele assembly is placed in
the steel bex prier te seurce insertien. After the seurce is
inserted, the bex can be lecked te previde security. This bex
is alse designed se that if the lead cylindridal shield melts all
melten lead will be belew the hele in the bex. Seme measure ef
seurce centainment is thus previded in event ef fire. Usually
feur inches ef additienal lead shielding in the ferm ef 2" X 4"
X 8" bricks was necessary te meet the .25 mr/hr at the reem
beundaries. This is visible in Figure ( 7 ).
4. Temperary Sterage Vault
Figure (14) shews the temperary seurce sterage vault
censtructed in Reem 320. It is simply 2" X 4" X 8" lead bricks






mix :; or !i mixes
Figure 14 - Temporary storage vault for
radioactive sources* Shield. 8" lead
all directions. Shielded volume,




around a shielded velum© ef 2" X 4" X 8'\ Each seurce has a celer
ceded hele In a weeden tray and when net in use in the exposure
centainer it is stared in this vault. This temporary measure was
necessary because the permanent vaults in the M. I.T. Reacter
Building have net yet been completed. Insertien and remeval ef
seurces frem this vault is by squeeze grip tengs with the
ebserver using a mirrer permanently meunted abeve the vault.
D. SOURCE MATERIALS AND CONTAINERS
The rare earth elements used in these experiments were
in the pewdered oxide form* Natural abundance rare earth exides
99. 9$ pure were purchased frem Lindsay Chemical Divisien ef
American Petash and Chemical Corporation West Chicago, Illineis.
These pewders were placed In aluminum centainers designed and
manufactured by the anthers. Censiderable time and theught went
inte the final seurce centainer. Details will be given here in
the hepe that future werkers en this project will be saved frem
traversing the same greund.
Aluminum was chesen as the centainer material because
ef its shert half life ef 2.3 minutes. The velum© ef material
in the centainer is censiderable and results in a streng seurce
ef itself. Therefore*, it is mandatary that this activity decay
quickly unless elaberate het cell remete handling equipment is
available. Commercially available 2S aluminum is suitable except
that Its machinablllty Is peer. It was feund that 6063 aluminum
although containing a small amount of Silicon was satisfactory
and the machinablllty was much better than 2S. One inch diameter
round stock ef 6063 aluminum was purchased as the raw material.
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A sample of the bar was irradiated and the activity checked te
determine the half- life* This procedure is recemmended far each
new piece of steck purchased frem a cemmercial supplier. It
aveids wasting time making up containers frem material neminally







A[DTG I Sk*a/ cut-
Figure 15
Cress Section of Sduapl® Container-

Figure 15 is a scale section ef tha seurce container*
Maximum container diameter was limited te a size which
weuld freely pass threugh the vertical irradiation facility
available in the M I T R Maximum centainer length was determined
by the useful height ef the crystal and alse by free passage
threugh the curved pertiens ef the vertical irradiatien facility
in the KITE. These twe lengths are compatible*
The manufacturing precesses are as fellewss
1) Cut reund steck in 2 3/8" lengths.
2) Drill and ream inside as shewn in Figure (15)o
3) Machine 45* bevel en open end*
4) Machine the tep hat from reund steck te dimensions
shown in Figure ( 15 )
•
5) Finish diameter ef top hat plug for *001"
interference fit with centainero
The matched pair ef one open end cylinder body and one hat plug
are now ready te be thoroughly cleaned inside and out with soap
and water followed by several cleanings with acetone* When
thoroughly cleaned,, the desired source material is placed in the
body and the plug is pressed in with a hand press until it is
flush with the body© Accurate determination of the amount of
material in the container was made by before and after weighings
en a chemical balance* The V groove remaining en the tep ef the
cylinder edge is sealed with a heliarc weld with no material added
except possibly a small amount of 2S aluminum red te close off
the weld. No flux is permitted because of the impurities which
weuld be introduced in the weld zone* This weld was dene with
the bottom 3/4 of the sample immersed In water* This reduces
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the temperature ef the interior during welding and thereby
lessens the amount ef air ferced out ef the centainer during
welding. The meat tretxbleseme part ef the welding precess was
that ef clesing the last pertien ef the bead. Escaping air,
heated by the arc, had a tendency te cause pin hole leaks in
this part ef the bead. Immersing the sample in water while
welding was feund te previde the necessary ceeling te avoid this
difficulty.
After welding, the sample is returned te the lathe
and a finishing cut is made all ever except acress the weld
bead en the sample's tep. This results in a bright, araeethly
surfaced sample, easy te clean and easily decontaminated if
necessary after irradlatien. Te absolutely guarantee a gas
tight sample, each completed unit is suddenly immersed in water
at 90* C and held there for 20 minutes. This test revealed pin
hele leaks in welds during the trial and error period when
different centainer designs were being tried out. The sample is
irradiated at a temperature ef 60* C. when the M I T R is
operated at 1 Megawatt. Figure (17) shows a finished container
ready for irradiation.
The staff ef the M I T R have developed a gas tight
container by crimping the cap to the body. This type centainer
is recommended for source materials which cannot stand the high
temperatures ef the welding procedure.
An early design which proved net te be gas tight was
made by screwing aluminum plugs into aluminum (6063) pipe. Even
though pipe threads were used and the ends ef the plug machined
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Figure 16 - Inserting a sample to be irradiated
in vertical facility of the MITR. Photograph
taken on the reactor top.
Figure 17 - Finished sample




eff flush, this design consistently failed the het water test.
Bubbles ef escaping air ceuld be seen at varieus placea areund
the thread jeint.
E. SOURCE IRRADIATION FACILITY
Sources fer these experiments were made in the M I T R.
Reference ( 24 ) gives a descriptien ef the M I T R. Figure (16)
shews the methed ef inserting a seurce in ene ef the vertical
irradiatien facilities. The vertical irradiatien facilities
are lecated in perts 3GV5 and 3GV6 ef the KITS. Figure (18)
is a schematic drawing ef a' vertical irradiatien facility
purchased fer this preject and currently in use in SGV6. Thia
facility was designed and manufactured by the MIT R staff.
These vertical irradiatien facilities are essentially
shielded accesses tethe inner reflecter reglen ef the reacter
12
near the cere tank where the flux level is abeut 5 X 10
neutrens/ cm -sec when the reacter is eperated at a pewer ef
ene megawatt.
Seurces requiring irradiatiens ef mere than 20 minutes
er se are usually Irradiated in the vertical facilities.
Pneumatic rabbits are available fer shert time Irradiatiens but
were net used in these experiments.
The handling teel fer inserting and remeving the
seurces was designed and manufactured by the M I T R staff.
It is cempesed ef 2S aluminumP nylen and tygen tubing. The
gripping device is pneumatically eperated by the squeeze bulb









Schematic Diagram Showing Location of 3GV6 in
the Mo I. To Research Reactor
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SECTION IV - EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
A* OPTICAL ALIGNMENT OF THE SPECTROGRAHi
Purpose ef the optical alignment procedure is t#
provide reference lines by which assembly ef the spectrograph
may be accomplished* It prevides assurance that the assembled
unit will be ready fer final alignment witheut undue time being
spent en final alignment adjustments. Final alignment is made
by means ef the Hartmann test te be described latere
Figure (19) shews the spectregraph frame. Machined
surfaces A p B and C were checked with a carpenter's level* A
and B were feund te be in the same plane « but surface C was
slightly twisted with respect te A and B. Vertical adjustment
ef the film helder was later used te cerrect fer the twisting
ef the frame*
In erder te establish a centerline cempatible with the
crystal helder mounting block,, belt holes in surface B, and the
slot in surface A s the following steps were necessary* A
telescope was mounted as shewn in Figure (20)*
'Ttf°£*#&CMS"
Figure (20) Positioning of telescope fer Optical Alignment
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Figure 19 - Spectrograph frame, standing on edge to minimize
distortion due to camera angle. Machined surfaces A, B, C
are labeled. Reference lines for repositioning the cross
over point shield platform are seen between A and C and
A and B.
Figure 21 - Crystal
holder, centered in







The telescope was leveled te awing in a plane parallel
te surfaces A and B, The crystal helder was centered in the
crystal helder meunting bleck as in Figure (21) « Centerllne scribe
marks had been previdedp frent and back p en the crystal helder
during its manufacture «. Using the frent face reference marka p a
centerline was scribed en the frent edge ef the crystal helder
meunting bleck by means ef a steel square and scribero Figures
(22) and (23) shew the crystal helder meunting blecke The
crystal helder was then removed frem the meunting bleck and the
meunting bleck was belted te surface Be Care had te be used
te center the meunting bleck with respect te the tapped heles in
surface Bo A scribe mark inte surface B was placed at the
junction ef the meunting bleck centerline and surface Be The
meunting bleck was then remeved frem surface B«
Next g the telescepe was pesitiened left and right until
the vertical cress hair passed through the mark en the frent edge
ef surface B and the center ef the slet in surface Ac We have
new established a vertical plane which is perpendicular te
surfaces A and B and which passes through the center ef the slet
in surface A and which will also pass through the center ef the
crystal helder mounting block when it is mounted en surface B e
The telescope position was not changed during the remainder of
the optical alignment precedureo
Focusing of the telescope on each machined surface and
separate focusing of the cross hair on the same surface was
possible with the telescope unit usedo This arrangement
permitted very accurate positioning of a steel straightedge
parallel te the telescopic line of sighto Allowance was made

Figure 22 - Crystal holder mounting block,
plan view*




for the thickness ef the scrlber usedo Thus, the permanent
reference centerline ef the spectregraph was scribed inte
surfaces A, B and C using machinist blue fer centrast. These
lines are visible in Figure (19).
A check was new made te insure that the vertical plane
passed threugh the center ef the crystal helder. This was dene
by belting the crystal helder meunting bleck te surface B using
the established lines as references. Next the crystal helder was
secured te the meunting bleck using the established lines as
references. It was feund that the telescepic vertical cress hair
fell exactly en the centerline ef the crystal helder. However,
there was ne assurance that the plane threugh the crystal helder
vertical faces was perpendicular te the vertical plane ef the
cress hair. In erder te previde this and as a pesitive align-
ment check the crystal helder and meunting bleck were reversed
as a unit and remounted te surface B using the established lines
(new en the face away frem the telescepe) te position the unit.
The telescepe was then used te extend the crystal helder centerline
te the meunting bleck back face.
Next the crystal helder and meunting bleck were removed
and remounted in the forward direction. It was found necessary
te ream the holes in the mounting block to line up front and back
with the line on surface B. After this was done, alignment te
surface B was attained.
The film holder was now placed en surface C and
leveled by means ef the adjustment screws. This insured that the
film or emulsion in the holder would be parallel te the crystal.

Center of the focal circle was found by using a large
beam compass set to 1 meter distance and measuring back from the
neutral axis of the crystal as mounted on surface B. A bolt was
placed in the slot in surface A and the center punched in the
bolt headc Rough positioning of the film holder was obtained by
swinging the beam compass from the bolt center and requiring the
film holder to conform to the arc swept by the compass. Further
refinement of the film holder position was attempted by the
following two means
§
1) Line light source method
A line light source was placed on the focal circle
about 15 cm to the virtual image side of the spectrograph center-
line* In a darkened room the image of the line source reflected
from the surface of the quartz crystal is visible on white paper.
The paper was moved toward or away from the crystal until the
observer picks the position of best focus The film holder is
then moved to conform to the new focal circle. It was found
that different observers differed by as much as a centimeter
in choosing the position of best focus.
2) Beam compass method
The crystal holder used in this spectrograph had
been in use previously at the Radiation Laboratory, Livermore,
California.) Calculation of an average value of the radius of
curvature was possible from the data of reference (9), Using
the bolt secured in the slot of surface A and a beam compass
setting determined as the calculated average value of the focal
circle radius • measuring along the spectrograph centerline from
the neutral axis of the crystal fixes the new center of the focal
circle. The new center was scribed into the bolt head. Swinging
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the beam compass from the center,, permitted adjustment ef the
film helder te cenferm te the fecal circle.
The apectregraph is new ready fer the Hartmann tests*
Approximately twe complete working days were spent en an optical
alignment. This is considered a maximum because the sensitivity
of the Hartmann test is much greater. Hence final alignment is
the result of the Hartmann Test and rough alignment only is




The most significant alignment check ef the spectrograph
is the "Hartmann" testo This name cemes frem reference (11) and
is taken by analogy with the Hartmann methed ef testing the
aberratien ef focus ef large astrenemical mirrors. The purpese ef
the Hartmann test is twefeldc It determines the line width due
te residual imperfectiens ef the crystal plus curvature ef its
neutral axis and alse the ameunt and direction ef movement ef
the film helder required te reach the pelnt ef best focus.
Basically, the Hartmann test measures the difference ef
line pesitien frem various segments ef the crystal. This is
accemplished by shielding the crystal se that enly a given segment
ef it is used in any ene source exposure. Likewise, the film is
shielded te record the lines from only ene segment at a time,
while reserving the shielded part for exposure te the segment of
the crystal chosen arbitrarily as the reference segment*
A portable x-ray machine known as the "Hot Shot",
manufactured by Picker X-ray Corporation, was used as the source
during these tests. The K*x. and KcXo x~ ray lines from the
tungsten target were focused by the crystal. Due to the large
effective source strength of this machine., no screen medical
x-ray film could be used for detection.* A lead shield which
blanked out all but one-fourth of the crystal was used to select
the crystal segments. Lead shields machined from 1/4" lead plate
permitted exposure ef the film in 1/4" horizontal strips.
(Figure (24) shews the designations of crystal quadrants and








Figure (24) Lefts Crystal Quadrant Designatiens Leaking
Pram Source Toward Film. Rights Film Seetlen Deaignatiena.
A Waa ifcpeaed Ta Raya Fran 1, B From 2 9 Etc.
Differences in line peaitien in the feur film aectlena
were read by means ef an optical comparator. Section A from
quadrant was arbitrarily picked as the reference and the
differences from A plus or minus were determined from the
comparator readings.
Figure (25) depicts the method used for reducing the
Hartmann test data te values which can be plotted en a reasenable
size plot. The pie shaped pieces formed between a ray and a
fecal circle diameter through the center ef the crystal were
appreximated by triangles. This introduces negligible error
because the arc lengths appreximated by cords are very small
cempared te the radius ef the circle. Distance a is 1/4 ef the
effective crystal width and equals 19.0 mm. Distance b is
determined from the comparator readings ef the Hartmann test
film. When optical alignments as described previously, precedes
the Hartmann test<> distance b will be very small. In this case,
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b was <^«11 mm. Therefore, the rati* a/b is large, ef the ardar
af 200. Hence, (1 + a/b) is appreximately a/b, Distanca z was
chosen arbitrarily as 50 ran far platting convenience. Distanca a
is found from similar triangles and, ta tha accuracy obtainable
in tha platting, it equals (b - #§- ) , where R is tha radius af
the fecal circle*
Figures (26) and (27) shew the results ef the first and
last Hartmann tests conducted. From the comparetar readings*
the differences AC, AB, AD were determined* These were then
converted to distances from a line midway between the extreme
rays* In these tests* It was midway between A and D* These
values ef b are plotted en a herizental scale ef 1" s .05 mm*
Next we calculate values ef m for each ray and plat these to the
same herizental scale at a vertical distance of z z 5 cm from
the points A, B, C, and D* The vertical scale is 1" = 250 mm*
The plot is completed by drawing lines 1A, 2B, 3C, and 4D. The
region ef least aberratien ef focus is determined and else the
direction and amount ef movement ef the film holder needed to
reach the position ef best focus*
Figure (26) revealed that the film holder should be
moved 1 cm toward the crystal* This was dene and the Hartmann
test repeated* This procedure was fallowed until the test
results indicated that the film holder should be moved 1*5 mm*
This is the same order ef magnitude as the thickness ef a 600
micron nuclear emulsion mounted en a glass backing plant and
wrapped in light tight envelopes* We else found that the 1*5
mm indicated movement was oscillatory. Every ether test
indicated movement In the opposite direction from the previous









last Hartmann test conducted. This plat indicatas a width at
bast facus af .015 mm and width at film position used of .030 mm.
The authars were fortunate ta have a crystal and crystal haldar
which achiavad a line width due te residual crystal imperfectians
and curvature ef the neutral axis ef .03 mm. cempared te a value
ef ,05 mm reperted in reference ( 11) • TJpen completion ef the
Hartmann test number 4, the spectrograph was considered aligned
and ready for use.
The use ef a pertable x-ray machine far conducting
Hartmann tests is highly recommended. The effective source
strength ef such a machine exceeds by many times the largest
radieactive source strength that could be conveniently handled
in the present experimental set-up. In addition, the x-ray
machine can be turned off as desired. A complete test,
including comparator readings and plotting can be accomplished
in an eight hour day using the x-ray machine. On the ether hand,
the time te do a Hartmann test using a nuclear line such as the
18268 Kev tungsten line from decay ef Ta would take much longer
(ef the order of 2 weeks), due to source handling, emulsion
processing, and additional exposure time needed te get a measur-
able line.
Figure (26) revealed slant lines as well as vertical
lines. However the slant lines appeared only in quadrant 2, The
angle of divergence was measured and found to be about 9*.
These lines come from the (932) planes in the crystal. The
calculated angle between (310) and (932) planes is 9# -03*.
Also the spacing between the lines corresponds to (932)
reflection. The second quadrant is the only one in which the
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Bragg condition was satisfied far the (932) planes • Te preve
conclusively that the slant lines ceme frem ether planes and
net stacking faults in the crystal., a series ef films were made
using the x-ray machinec These are shewn in Figure (28)* Nete
that the slant lines can be made te disappear er even change
sides by changing the vertical pesition ef the seurce relative
te the crystal, i.e.., net satisfying the Bragg condition fer
the addltienal planes er deing se fer the symmetrically eppeslte
member ef the family* Alse nete that a secend set ef slant lines
appeared at 17*; these are' due te the (934) planes*
Published phetegraphs in reference ( 9 ) alse shew slant
lines but ne explanation is given in that article* It is meat
prebable that these lines are due te refraction frem planes
ether than (310).
By aligning the center ef the seurce at the center ef
the crystal in the vertical direction.,, the authors were able te





Figure 28 - Slant line study on No Screen x-ray film.
A* Pull crystal used with 30 mi 11lamp-minute
exposure , using portable x-ray machine. Head
lower than crystal mid-height, 1° up tilt on
machine. Note slant lines to right, from
(932) planes.
B. 3/4 of crystal used, quadrant 2 shielded, with
30 milliamp-minute exposure. Head of machine
positioned as in A. Note absence of slant
lines from (932) planes.
C. 3/4 of crystal used, quadrant 2 shielded, with
30 milliamp-ainute exposure. Head lowered
1 1/4" from position used for A and B. Note
that slant lines from (932) planes have
reappeared. Also seen are lines from (934)
planes. Vertical lines from (310) planes are
absent.
D. Pull crystal used, 30 mi 11 lamp-minute exposure.
Head raised 3 l/4 n from position used for C.
Note slant lines to left from (932) and (934)




C. SOURCE POSITIONING AND SHIELDING
1. Source Positioning
The source must be positioned se that the desired band ef
gamma ray energies will be selectively diffracted te the emulsien,
while at the same tim<S s the emulsien is shielded frem the direct
rays. The pesltiening is always a compromise between three
restrictions?
(a) High energy limit,, determined by the crystal net
seeing all ef the source on the high energy side
of the crystal*.
(b) Low energy limits determined by the crystal net
seeing all of the source en the lew energy side ef
the crystal©
(c) Direct beam blackening of the emulsion in the energy
range of interest.
"Seeing" in the present context is taken te mean that gamma rays
from the source strike somewhere on the crystal surface at the
required Bragg angle
•
Directly frem the Bragg Law, it is clear that the lower
energy rays will be diffracted through larger angles than higher
energy rays. We may define the lew energy side of the crystal
as being the side ef the crystal in which the largest Bragg
angle is possible for a given source position. Similarly, we
may define the high energy side ef the crystal as being the side
in which the smallest Bragg angle is possible for a given source
position. In figure (29) the low energy side is the loft side
and the high energy side is the right side ef the crystal. In











rays tr« focused In positions further te the right on the film
than higher energy rays<> It ia apparent frem Figure (29) that
the high and lew energy rays must eras a each ether somewhere
between crystal and film. Here the bundle ef rays is abeut the
same width as the source. A shield placed at the cress ever
peint will pass the diffracted rays and bleck the direct rays
frem the film.
In determining where te pesitlen the source? the
following censlderatlens apply. It can be seen frem a study ef
Figure (29) that the high energy cut-off is raiaed en the energy
scale by moving the aeurce te the left. On the ether hand? auch
a mevement weuld increase the amount ef blackening ef the film
by direct radiation? and at the same time raise the lew energy
cut-off. If the aeurce were moved te the rightp the direct
radiation and lower energy cut-off limita would be improved at
the expense ef a reduced high energy cut-off. Movement away
frem the crystal In general slightly helpa the direct blackening
limit o but roducoa the spread of energies between high and lew
energy cut-off. Inatrument efficiency is reduced becauae of the
Increaao of aeurce te film dlatance and biological ahield weight
ia increased because ef the increased source to crystal distance.
The higher energy lines are these with lowest overall
efficiency^ therefore it Is very important that all of the
source width be effective on the high energy side. In some
caaea a partially effective source width for the lower energy
lines Is acceptable because of the higher instrument efficiency.
It is also true that lower energy rays for which the

seurce width ia only partially effective cauld bo datactad axcapt
that they gat blacked eut by tha right hand part af tha cress ever
shield. If this shielding is moved te allew passage ef these
rays, tha high energy limit ia lewered because ef the direct beam
blackening. A direct shield placed as shewn in Figure (29) can
help this situatlen by shielding the direct beam and thus
maintaining the high energy limit at the same value while the
cress ever shield lewers the lew energy limit* This procedure
was feund valuable in allowing seme x-rays te be detected in
the same exposure as higher energy lines.
Frier te exposure ef an emulsion to a source,, the
authers determined the energy range ef greatest interest. Various
source positions wore then checked for energy limits by using
a string technique. The source exposure container was placed in
a pesitlen estimated from past experience. A string was then
stretched from the left edge ef a dummy seurce in the exposure
container te the left edge of the crystals, then straight to
point A ef Figure (29) 9 where A is the virtual image ef A*.
This determines the lew energy cut°eff. An energy scale was
extended te the virtual image side of the fecal circle so that
the lew energy cut-off could be read directly at A. Similarly 9
using the right edge ef the dummy seurce and right er high
energy side ef the crystals, the high energy cut-off could be
read at B.
The pertIon of film blackened by the direct beam was
then checked by stretching the string from the left edge ef
the source to the right edge ef the crystal^ which was made
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coincident with the direct shield, and then straight te peint
C. The energy ef peint C was read from the energy scale en tep
ef the film helder. The energy read directly at peint C was
decreased te allew for scattering and diffraction ef the direct
beam and secondary radiations. A linear dimension allowance of
1/4" was fotmd sufficient. Since the energy scale is not
linear, the amount subtracted from the energy value ef C depends
en the energy value itself. Clearance through the cress over
shield was also checked using strings te simulate rays.
The string technique discussed here proved amazingly
sound for predicting the energy range over which an emulsion
could be relied upon to receive rays from a given source position.
As a practical matter, all emulsions exposed in these experi-
ments were from one of three source positions. The reference
lines from the tantalum source were from a position which passed
energies ef 50 te 175 Kev, with direct darkening at 500 Kev. A
higher energy position of 75 to 400 Kev, with direct darkening at
500 Kev was used for some exposures. A third position passing
energies ef 55 te 250 Kev, with direct blackening at 290 Kev was
used for samarium.
It was discovered in the conduct of these experiments
that reasonably exact source positions are required. Also of
importance is the ability to reposition a source once it has boon
removed in the middle of a film exposure for reirradiation in the
reactor. The source exposure container described in Section III
C (3) was adequate in maintaining a position once established
and in allowing removal and accurate repositioning. This
container has the considerable advantage of being light enough
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s© that one person can move it or adjust its position*
Biologically it is not adequate* Figure (30) shows a source
being inserted into the exposure container*
2* Source shielding
Only very approximate source shielding calculations were
made* The same general assumptions were used as in Section III
C (2)* It was found that a four inch lead wall around the
exposure container would provide adequate personnel shielding
for all sources used in this thesis* The lead wall was built
with standard lead bricks* The weight of the shield was about




Figure 30 - Method of source insertion
into source exposure container. Funnel
and guide block are replaced by lead
top after source is in the container*
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D. SOURCE IRRADIATION AND HANDLING PROCEDURES
It has been mentioned previously that the Cauchois
geometry spectrographs with its extended sources, permits the use
of relative intense sources of gamma rays. The M. I.T. research
reactor was used to irradiate samples of rare earth oxides to
prepare these sources. It is the purpose of this section to
describe the calculations and procedures involved in the pre-
paration*, irradiation*, and handling of these sources*
Before making any calculations p it was necessary to
estimate the integrated activity to which it was desired to
expose each plateo For example., it was experimentally determined
log
that about 55 curie-hours of Ta exposure were adequate to give
strong calibration lines on each plate. The branching ratios of
the rare earth Isotopes investigated are in general not known
with sufficient accuracy to permit precise determination of
integrated activity for a specified gamma ray line. Since the
present investigations were largely exploratory*, it was desired
to obtain as many gamma lines from the rare earth isotopes as
possible in the time available. To this end*, it was found
convenient to attempt to get about 50 curie-hours exposure on
each of the rare earth plates. Where feasible*, longer exposures
are obviously desirable to permit some of the less intense gamma
ray lines to appear.
Once the goal of 50 curie-hours has been established,
it was possible to calculate the source strengths required for
various lengths of exposure time. Obviously*, the stronger the
source*, the shorter the time required in the spectrograph.
However*, there are three practical limits imposed on source
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strengths*) Firsts the activation rates in the reacter were
generally lew,, requiring irradiations of several days to a week*
This is a result of the fact that the major portion of the neutron
captures produce stable isotopes o The short time available for
this portion of the thesis did not permit extended irradiations*
The second limitation of source strength was the saturation
activity reached in the reactor for the short half-life isotopes*
In these cases 9 repeated irradiations and film exposures were
required to achieve 50 curie-hours© The third limitation was the
consideration of the adequacy of the shielding In the handling
equipment., and the estimated doso rate which would be received
In handling the source* The last limitation was found to be
far less restrictive than the first two* Actual irradiation
timesp source strengths^, and film exposure times were determined
for each rare earth sample as a compromise of the above
considerations
«
Once the desired source strength had been determined,,
preliminary calculations of reactor Irradiation time were made*
For this purpose., the samples were assumed to contain 20 gms of
tho rare earth powder,, and the surface area of the active
material^, which is of Interest In black body calculations * was
taken as 30 cm o
The majority of the rare earth samples have neutron
absoption cross sections of the order of thousands of barns
•
Therefore,, many of the samples were effectively "black bodies"
or "gray bodies'" to the neutr®n flux*, Estimates of the flux
depression in the sample were made,9 using methods similar to
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diffusion control rod theory. However, these methods offered
little gain in accuracy over engineering estimates based on
past experience, i.e. the additional calculation time is not
worth the effort. The container walls were found to have little
effect on the flux.
Once the preliminary calculations had been refined and
checked, a trial irradiation was conducted for each sample. This
irradiation time was usually of the order of 1/10 that calculated
to be required for full source strength© Following the trial
irradiation, the actual source strength produced was measured by
a "Juno" survey meter in a fixed geometry arrangement. In this
geometry, the source could be accurately positioned at one meter
from the measuring device. The source strength was then
calculated from the relation
R x d
2
5.20 x 10 b x E
where C - source strength in curies
R s measured dose rate in mr/hr
d * distance, source to detector in cm
E s average energy of electromagnetic radiation
emitted by source
Although this relation is approximate at best, and is subject
to inaccuracies, it provided results adequate for the present
purpose.
The measured source strength permitted refined
calculations to be made for activation rates and irradiation

times in the reactor. Th© prime uncertainty that the test
irradiation reselved was the admittedly gress estimate ef the
flux depression in the sample.
The sample was Inserted in the vertical facilities
3GV5 er 3GV6 ef the reactor, using a gripping device which
attached to the top hat of the sample container. The sample
container is shown in Figure 17. Before insertion in the reactor,
the entire sample surface was carefully cleaned with acetone to
remove any possible foreign material which could be activated by
the neutron flux. However, on removal from the reactor, the
samples were usually found to carry varying degrees of surface
contamination. Surface wipes, made with acetone soaked paper
tissues, were conducted behind lead shields. Four surface wipes
were usually sufficient to reduce the contamination received on a
dry wipe test to about .5 mr/hr. Fortunately, all the contamination
observed decayed with a half - life of two to three hours, and so
did not constitute a long term hazard.
Following a satisfactory wipe test, the radioactive sample
was transferred to one of the shielded transportation containers
described in Part C, Section III, for movement to the spectro-
graph area. On arrival in Room 320, the source strength was
measured with the "Juno" meter in the fixed geometry. After this,
the source was placed in the exposure container, as shown in
Figure 30, and the exposure started.
Handling of the source from the lead shielded transporta-
tion container, to the fixed geometry, to the exposure container
(and from the exposure container to the storage vault after
completion of the exposure) is accomplished by one meter long tongs.
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This is the only time during the entire handling procedure that
personnel were necessarily expesed te an unshielded source* It is
during this peried that the highest dese rates were received. With
practice, it was feund that the persen handling the source need be
directly expesed enly about 10 seconds. Because of the high
energy gamma rays emitted, the most difficult isotope to handle
182
was the 1*8 curie Ta calibration source* Average doses
received in its handling were from 3 to 5 mr* It is emphasized,
however, that considerable care is required at all times when
handling sources of this magnitude*
Table I is a summary of all rare earth source irradiations























































































































































































































































Detector requirements for measurement ef gamma ray-
energies with high precision using a bent crystal spectrograph
are:
(1) Detecter reselutien at least equal te the crystal
reselutien
(2) Highest possible efficiency for detecting gamma and
x-rays ef all energies
(3) If a ceunter is used, the detecter must be stable
because data collecting periods will be long duo to
low intensity of diffracted rays.
(4) Reliable as possible
It is apparent from these requirements that an ideal detector is
almost Impossible to attain* The best detector developed to date
for the Cauchois geometry instrument is Ilford G-5, 600 micron
thick emulsion, mounted on thin glass plates* Such emulsions were
used in these experiments * This detection system allows simul-
taneous detection of gamma and x-rays over wide energy bands*
These emulsions require special care* They must be
protected from light and extraneous electromagnetic radiations
at all times. Storage in a moist atmosphere is required to prevent
the emulsion from drying out. Double thickness light tight
envelopes were made from heavy black construction paper* To
prevent the emulsion from sticking to the light tight envelopes,
it was necessary to wrap the glass backed emulsion plates in thin
plastic such as "Saran Wrap" prior to insertion into the envelopes*
To avoid high background radiations p the emulsions were stored in
a darkroom, far removed from the experimental area* The storage
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atmosphere waa kept meiat by the evaperatien ef water frem a pan
in the drawer*
Preciaien measurement ef gamma ray energies depends en
accurately measuring the distance between linea en the emulsien.
Therefore, it ia vital that ahrinkage ef the emulaien be minimized.
Placing the emulaien en glass te which it adheres tightly has
preved a satisfactory methed ef minimizing the shrinkage*
Hewever, intreductien ef glaas inte the detectien syatem reduces
the reliability. The meunting must be flexible enough se that
the emulsien can be bent in the film holder to conform to the focal
circle. The authors found the glaaa thickness to bo quite
critical. Two out of three plates of .033 inch thickness cracked
during exposure., while none of the seven platea of .027 inch
thickness cracked during this period. One of the thinner plates
did crack, however, during shipment or developing. The thicker
plates apparently did not crack while being inserted and bent
in the film holder. The glass cracked sometime later, while still
bent to the one meter radius ef the focal circle. The thicker
glaaa could quite probably be uaed in a apoctrograph of larger
radiua.
Estimates of exposure times required to produce readable
linos were based on measured source strengths and published
branching ratios (23), where known. At 100 kev, an expoaur© of
one curie hour haa been found sufficient by the authors of
reference (8). Since the efficiency of the instrument decreases
by a factor of 100 at 300 kev, considerably longer exposure
times are required for the higher energy gamma lines. In
practice very few of the branching ratios of the isotopes in the
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region of investigation are known with sufficient accuracy to permit
accurate estimates ef expesure time* As a goal, all rare earth
elements were expesed fer approximately 50 curie heurs. Where-
ever possible, and as time permitted, longer exposures were made*
Per example, the dysprosium source was expesed fer approximately
72 curie-hours and the ytterbium source fer 164 curie-hours ef
Yb169 and 211 curie-hours ef Yb175 .
Fer reference lines, the K x-rays from Ta and W, and the
68 kev and 100 kev nuclear lines in W were placed en each plate
182
with a Ta source. It was, found that detectable lines could be
obtained with about 35 curie-hours, but lines ef much better
readability resulted from 55 curio-heurs
o
Rough checks ef emulsion exposure time were obtained by
placing two separately packaged x-ray films in front of the
emulsion. These films were taped onto the front ef the film holder,
and so could be removed for development without disturbing the
emulsion. The lines recorded on the x-ray film were net in good
focus, being almost 1 1/2 inch inside the fecal circle. However,
the intense x-ray lines from the source were readily detected en
the film and seme lew energy gamma rays were intense enough to also
be detected. These films were developed while the emulsion was
still in the film holder. A decision, based en the film results,
was made en whether to terminate or continue the expesure ef the
emulsion. These films and their light tight envelopes also perform
the function of stopping soft secondary radiations from reaching
the emulsion. This lessens the general darkening ef the emulsion*
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SECTION V - DATA REDUCTION AND CALCULATIQNAL METHODS
A. MEASUREMENT OF LINE POSITIONS
The eperatien of the bent crystal spectrograph depends
on the fact that the position of a gamma ray line along the focal
circle is a measure of its energy. The precision of the present
method of energy determination is made possible by the capability
of making highly accurate measurements of relative linear
positions of gamma ray lines recorded on a nuclear emulsion along
the focal circle.
Besides the gamma lines from the rare earth source, each
plate contains the K^ and'K^ x-rays and two nuclear lines from
182the Ta calibration source. In most cases , five calibration
lines were measured, Ta K^ 9 W Kc* and Koc 2 and the 68 kev
and 100 kev gamma lines from tungsten.
Measurements of the line positions were made on an optical
comparator available in the Spectroscopy Laboratory at M«I.T. The
comparator was manufactured by Adam Hilger, Ltd., London, and has
scale graduations, including Vernier, for distances to .001 mm. To
provide statistically significant data for the calculations, each
of the five calibration lines and each of the unknown gamma lines
were read by at least three separate observers. Each observer
would read the plate from left to right three times in succession,
taking care to work all backlash from the screw drive after each
reversal of direction of motion. The entire procedure was then
repeated by all observers, after having turned the plate end for
end. Again the reading was from left to right on the comparator,
but in this case, the plate was traversed in the opposite direction.
This procedure was adopted in order to avoid systematic errors from
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possible imperfections in the screw driveo
The left and right edges ef each line are measured,
and then averaged te ebtaln the pesitien ef the line center.
Center line positions, reproducible te within abeut .020 mm were
ebtained in this manner* As an added precaution te eliminate
systematic errors, the plates were shifted vertically between
each pass te place the field ef vision ef the microscope en a
different part ef the plate.
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B. CALCULATION OF GAMMA RAY jhKERGIES
In principle, Bragg* s Law determines the wavelengths ef
the lines observed en the emulsion. We may state Bragg* s Law
in an applicable farm as:
_A_ S sin fidSSL)
2d R
where A is the wavelength ef the line
d is the grating censtant ef the (310)
planes ef quartz used fer the reflectien
(h-h# ) ia the, line pesitien measured frem the S
pelnt. aleng the fecal circle
R is the diameter ef the fecal circle
The wavelengths expressed in x units (Seigbahn scale) may be
cenverted inte energies* E, in kev by using the cenversien
censtant given by DuMend and Cehen in reference (6) as
E = 12372.44 2 0.16
7\
"
The quantity 2d fer the (310) planes ef quartz has been
determined by a number ef ebservers and is reperted in reference
(21>. We have used the value at 20*0, 2d = 2355.34 - 0.04 x.u.
,
frem reference (21).
It can be seen frem the Bragg Law that any pair ef
calibratien lines , with their knewn wave lengths will yield
a set ef twe simultaneous equations in the unknowns R and h •
Actually R is an instrument constant, which can in principle be
measured. It has been feund p however, that direct measurements
ef R result in less precise values than the R determined frem
the calibratien lines. By solving for R and h# from a known
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1 - I { As - Al s (A l ^2^3 ^
—
2d 2d _
pair of calibration lines 9 and introducing h^, the measured
position of the unknown line,, the unknown wave length may bo
determined. The resulting expression, from reference (7) is
obtained, keeping only the first two terms of the power series
expansion for the arc sins
where A ^ and A 2 are the wave lengths of the calibration linos,
and h^ and h2 their measured positionse The correction term is
of the order of 0.1% and need not be evaluated with great
precision.
There will, in general, be available more than the two
calibration lines necessary to solve fer/\ 3 . Therefore, there
will be several values ©f A3 attained. A rigorous method of
finding the mean or best value is practical only if the
calibration line data is statistically Independent. If all
possible calibration pairs are formed from the lines measured,
i.e. three pairs from three calibration linos, it is clear that
the values so obtained are not statistically independent. From
consultation with Frof. Hans Mark, one of the authors of references
(7) and (9), it was determined that the method of calculation of
the Livermero group had been modified for this reason. The
calculatlonal methods of reference (9) are therefore used as a
guide In this thesis.
The method of calculation used here is essentially that
of reference (9) up to the completion of the least squares






* A — h -ho
arcsin ——r~ — n "2d R
We have used five calibration lines on each plate. Wave length
values for these reference lines are given in Appendix B. Any
pair of calibration lines will determine values of hQ and R. Five
calibration lines will overdetermine R and hQ , therefore a least
squares solution was used to find the "best" values of R and h •
The least squares solution was obtained by fitting the calibration
line data to a relation of the form
Rx + b, - h
where x « arcs in X' with A - wavelength of a
~§cT
calibration line
The specific formulas used for calculating R and hQ are








[) "mm dtSC *t*~t £=f
where n is the number of calibration lines
Each set of observations made by one observer in a single
traverse of the plate yields statistically independent data.
A least squares determination of R and h was therefore made
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for each such set of data*
The wavelengths of the unknown lines were then computed
by using the observed values of h with the least squares values
of R and hQ from the same set of observations. Hence, each
unknown wavelength was calculated for each observer .for each
traverse across the plate. Usually eighteen such observations
were made for each plate. The resulting eighteen values of )\ are
statistically independent, avoiding the difficulty of averaging
statistically dependent quantities that was encountered in the
previous method. Each value of X has the same weight, therefore
X = £
77
Sample calculations are shown in Appendix A for the 95 kev line
of Ho • All values of wavelength reported in this thesis were
calculated by hand using a desk calculator • The data from the
various observers was inspected in an attempt to discover
systematic errors© None were' observed.
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C. DETERMINATION OF STANDARD DEVIATION
We again start with Bragg* a Law in tha farms
/^i = 2d arcain hl Z h*
R
whara namenclatura ia tha sama as in Section V, Fart B. Next,
wa maka tha approximation that arcain / hl " h* \g» /hl - ha
J $
i###
tha angles are smallo Tha reader may easily cenvince himself that
this ia an excellent approximation far the purpeae ef prepagating
errors. The rules fer the prepagatien ef errera fer differencea
and fer products and quotients have been used te derive the
fellewing expression fer the atandard deviatien ef the calculated
wave length:
<^=~R ! t <Td,2 + ,tfhi2 * (The2 . ^ , CTr Eq. (4)
Prem reference (21), we can calculate ( S3 J 2 aa 3 x 10" 10 . After
evaluatien ef the ether terms „ we will find that the contribution
<Tdef iLi* lg negligible.
The evaluatien ef CTJ and (F£ ia net straight ferward frem
the least squares aelutien described in Fart B becauae the aaaumptien
was made there that ne errer existed in the values ef the callbratien
wave lengths* This assumptien was made in erder te get a least
squares calculation that is amenable te hand methods. It dees net
significantly affect the final values reperted fer the measured
wave lengths » However, a standard deviatien calculation based en
this assumptien would ignore the deviations in the calibration wave
lengths that are known te exist 9 and therefore would predict too
small an error fer R and h# «
Rigorously speaking the calculation of 0~j^ and TT should
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c«me from a determination of the correlation coefficient between
R and h# . This is a long and cumbersome process for hand
calculations yielding values of CT(/\^) not much different than
the ones reported here. The CT"(/>\i)'a reported in this thesis
were calculated by an approximate method to bo described. Wo
fool that the approximate calculations for (T~( Ai) are valid
because values obtained compare favorably with the values
reported in reference (9), which were machine calculated by the
rigorous method.
A good estimate of the standard deviation of the
reported wave length values may be obtained by the following
approximate analysis of error propagation. We know from physical
reasoning*, and it can also be verified from the least squares
formulas, that R and h are functions of h! and X ^ 9 whero
h^ 1 is the position and^ i ' the wave length of the calibration
lines. A primed quantity refers to the calibration lines.
This information plus the general law for propagation of errors
enables us to get valid approximate values of R and h . From
the general law for propagation of errors, we get
(cri) 2 = ^(cr/) 2 (AS.) 2 4 §7(<rh
,)
2
<JLL ) 2 »• (5)
At *
and
(«V = £^f< |^) 2 •J^y ( fe , 2 ... c,
isl 1=1
Wo must new evaluate each of the derivatives and also
determine (T~V andCT^o , Prom the first order approximation of




and hence R g R dR
3>i AA° dfij _hc~h
For each plate p we calculate a mean value of R from the 18 least
squares values avallableo Similarly we obtain a mean value for
hQ c The values of /\. are known and the values of (h^ - hQ )
are calculated from the observed h^ and the mean h for the plate.
We assume that CFv> is the same for all calibration waveA 4,
lengths . The value of <yr, used here is .02 x c u. This is the
largest of all the (TT> of the calibration w*ve lengths used in
these experiments. This assumption simplifies the calculations
considerably and introduces very little error into the calculations
of (7p * Any error so introduced is on the conservative side.
By inspection of the dataj, we chose a reasonable value
for <Tl< as 0.01 mm* We also assume that all measurements have
the same deviation. This assumption further simplifies the
calculations and any error introduced is on the conservative side.
We now have numerical values for each term needed to
calculate (Fp • The value of 0"^ calculated from data obtained
from the dysprosium plate was .40 mm. TTsing completely analogous
approximations for 4v p *nd 4~r $> *n& the same value for CT/
and (T\/ * we found (TT zz. .05 mm.
In order to further ©heck the validity of these
approximation^ we calculated the partial derivatives
O R && & h« and ^^
by differentiating the least squares formulas for R and hQV
equations (1) and (2) and then evaluating the resulting
equations for the dysprosium data. The differentiation




r^ *_ ~) r Ja<}R
~ D ( nh« ° "s"« v, < ™ \ m, v £ > X,
ad D2
where D s denominator of aquation (1)
N s numerator of aquation (1)
n s number of calibration lines
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^ R nX± - Vxi
d^i ^
2d D2
where N : numerator of equation (2)
^ = f ' Xi2 - Xi pXl '
'
p
As an example ®f the agreement between the approximate
method and the above formulas from least squares., the following
Ar







Other derivatives were similarly evaluated with the same degree
of agreement with the approximate method©
By inspection of the calculated values for R and (hi - h# )




With these generalizations and with the abeve approximations shewn
te be reasenable, it fellews that (£*j_) 2 and ( <J"h©) 2 need be
calculated enly ©nee for a given set of calibratien lines used
with a given spectrograph. We have used ( A~R \ z 4 x 10"
and ( (7^# )
2





These values introduced int® equation (4) give
CT( Ai) = 10 x 10-
4




where (h^ - h# ) is in ram*
Finally, the conversion of- (J"~ ( A/, ) to CT(Ej_) may be made by
keeping the fractional deviations equal, i.e. (T{X^) - (T'(^i)
This is true because the fractional deviation of the conversion
constant is se small*
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SECTION VI - RESULTS
Table II contains the wave lengths and energies ef all
gamma rays measured during the cenduct ef this thesis. A tetal
ef seventeen different gamma rays, emitted frem five different
edd Z isotopes, frem £ * 61 te Z ' 71, were measured.
Of the seventeen energies Included, fifteen have been
previeusly measured by crystal spectremeter metheds, either in
the Mark I geemetry at Cal. Tech. (references g and h ef Table II)
er Sweden (a, b), er in the Caucheis geemetry at Livermere (c).
Agreement with these earlier precisien measurements is considered
quite satisfactory.
Twe ef the energies determined, these ef the 91 kev line
in Fin147 and the 97 kev line in Eu153 , have been determined here
by the precise crystal methed fer the first time. The previous
determinations ef these energies has been by scintillation counter
er beta spectremeter methods. The present method improves the
accuracy to which these values are known by one order ef magnitude.
The 97 kev line ef Eu deserves special comment in that
this particular gamma ray has been reported by only one group of
investigators, Church and Goldhaber in reference d of Table II.
153 ' 'There it is reported that the decay ef Gd yields transitions of
69.4, 97.3 and 103.1 kev in Eu153 . Only the first and last of
these are reported to have been seen following the decay of
153Sm • The 97 kev line was obtained in the present case from the
153decay of Sm • It is also noted that other articles, references
a, b, e, f, and j of Table II, which report observed gamma
transitions characteristic ef
observe this 97 kev gamma ray.
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SECTION VII - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
The Initial objective ©f the thesis has bean accomplished.
The two meter spectrograph has been aligned, calibrated and
placed In operation* Satisfactory techniques have been developed
for the preparation, irradiation, handling and storage of the
several curie sources used with the spectrograph. Gamma ray
energies calculated from the measured displacement of the spectra
along the focal circle show satisfactory agreement with earlier
crystal spectrometer values* This is believed to be adequate
confirmation of the successful operation of the spectrograph.
Two gamma ray energies have been measured for the first time to
the precision made possible by the bent crystal spectrograph.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations for the continuation of the experimental
work and refinements of techniques may be summarized as follows.
(1) Develop a program for the M. I.T. Computational Center IBM
704 Digital Computer. This program should be based on a least
squares determination of R and hd where the data is fitted to the
form Rx 4 h# s y, where errors are permitted in both x and y. The
end result of the machine calculations should be the wavelength
of the line and its standard deviation, both calculated by
rigorous statistical methods.
(2) Continue the irradiation of samples and their exposure in
order to extend the range of gamma rays that have been measured
by this precision method. Special attention should be given to
isotopes net previously analyzed by crystal spectrometers.
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(3) Farther extend the measurement ef gamma rays^ especially inte
the reglen ef short half-life isotopes 9 by setting up the spectre-
graph en the reacter fleer and exposing seurces which are being
irradiated in ene ef the threugh-perts in the reacter.
(4) Make relative intensity measurements ef gamma rays by placing
a scintillation crystal behind a narrow slit arrangement aleng the
fecal circle* The slit arrangement weuld be used te shield the
crystal frem all except ene gamma ray line. The crystal weuld
provide the high degree ef energy resolution so desirable for
these measurements • Such a ^series ef data weuld provide additional
information on branching ratios and decay schemes of the isotopes
measured*
(5) Design and manufacture a new crystal holder mounting block
which provides positive locking devices for the crystal holder*
This can be done by using tapered machined pins which position
the crystal holder in the mounting block as well as securely
fastening it* This recommendation is based en the authors 1
experience ef having the crystal holder move relative te the
mounting block during ene of the Hartmann tests* During the rest
ef these experiments p extreme care was used te prevent a recurrence*
(6) The film holder base should be made lighter and a better method
of securing it to the frame should be devised* This could be
accemplishod by drilling holes in the base which are judiciously
placed so that they match up with the tapped holes in the frame





In this appendix the calculations for the dysprosium
plat© will be given as a sample ef the routine calculatienal
procedures performed fer each plate* The dysprosium plate was
picked for use as a sample because these calculations were
completed first*. They are also shorter than most because only
one unknown line appeared on this platoo
The following table ef data for the reference lines was




terms of the series „ arcsln X
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were usedo This was sufficient to calculate the value of the
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We used the following formulas te determine the least square "best"
values fer R and h# 8 (See Sectien V 9 B)
i




2 ~ v1 ._ r1h
.
s Li YiLx
isl1 isl i-1 /s/ 1
n G xi2 - (Exi)2
isl
Cemblnatien ef the appropriate values from Table III gives a
value ef «0036979 fer the common denominator ef beth equations
«
Yi is the value j, in millimeters 9 ef the center ef the line.
Y^ is obtained as the average ef the left and right edge comparator
readings ef a single observer during one traverse ef the platee
These calculations for R and h# were done in tabular
form with the indicated operations performed by desk calculator*
The completed forms are Tables (IV) and (V)„
Next 9 (h - h ) for the unknown line was calculated fer
each pass fer each observero These were done en a desk
calculator using the values ef h# from Table (V) and the values
of h from the raw data sheets c The results were recorded in
tabular form in Table (VI) „ As befere P the values ef Table VI
were computed using a desk calculator except that slide rule
accuracy is sufficient for the quantity I /h - he\ 3
X *
R
'The value ef Am S 150.746 X„ U8 is converted te energy




We found the standard deviation from Eq. (7):
( 130.746) 2 10 * IP"
4
+ 4 X 10"8
(110. 2) 2
- ± .05 x.u.
CT(A) = .05 = CT(E)
/\ 130.746 E'
(E) = .05(94,63) - f #036 _ 4- #04 k#v#
130.746
Find values fer H#
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